
Tokens vs Active Script List 

To ensure you’re up to speed with tokens and ready to work with the Active Script List, let’s look at the difference between 
the two.

The Active Script List 
Customers register for access to all of their electronic 
prescriptions in one place via their mobile devices or web 
app rather than receiving tokens.

Did you 
know?

Prescriptions can only be 
issued as either paper 
OR electronic, not both. 
Once one is written, it 
cannot be changed to 
the other form for the 
life of the prescription.

Tokens are for…
EVERYONE but particularly helpful for customers who 
may need the occasional script filled. 

The Active Script List is for…
EVERYONE but particularly helpful for customers on 
multiple ongoing medications and those in nursing 
homes and hospitals.

Tokens
Customers manage digital tokens on their mobile 
devices via SMS, receive a paper token or an email for 
each of their electronic prescriptions. 
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Since 2018 we have been hearing about the launch of 
electronic prescriptions in Australia. This evolution is 
now here. 

The introduction of electronic prescriptions provides an 
unprecedented opportunity to improve the quality of care 
customers receive - particularly with regard to medicine 
safety, management and a personalised approach to 
managing their healthcare needs.

While ultimately it is the customer who will decide where 
they will go for their prescription, by providing the relevant 
solution to your customers you will ensure your pharmacy 
is accessible to them and have the opportunity to drive 
customer loyalty.

Active Script List (ASL) ConsentDigital Token Presents

Token via SMS or EmailToken on paper

Patient consents to pharmacy access to tokens 
at GP, Pharmacy or via mobile/web app

Click the link to access 
your prescription token 

aQdFEc13C&6nL567Hjk.rx

E-Prescribing Model
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Benefits of the Active Script List 

The Active Script List is the best way to drive customer loyalty 
and engagement and improve their experience with your 
pharmacy. Helping your customers register for an Active Script 
List also ensures that your pharmacy has ongoing access to their 
prescriptions.

As an assistant you are the best placed in your team to 
understand the Active Script List because you already work with 
the scripts on file model. Working with the Active Script List 
will be the same, only the scripts aren’t physically on file, they’re 
stored on the cloud.

So, you are at the forefront of managing customer loyalty by 
offering that extra care and encouraging customers to keep 
coming to your pharmacy. 

Convenience of the Active Script List 

Rather than having lots of individual tokens sent to the customer 
directly, customers with an Active Script List will have all tokens in 
one place. Customers can also see a list of all their prescriptions 
via the App. 

John and Jess say:
“As an assistant you are 
the lead driver for getting 
customers to register for an 
Active Script List and give 
us consent to access it. The 
Active Script List is the same 
principle as Scripts on File, 
but better.”

Driving customer loyalty with the Active Script List 

To help your customers find the right solution, here are some benefits of the Active 
Script List you can discuss with them: 

“Registering for an Active Script List means you 
don’t have to bring in a paper script anymore - it  
just appears on your phone.”

“What if you need a repeat and the pharmacy is closed 
or you’re not nearby? With the Active Script List, that’s 
no problem – it’s always available on the App.”

“You have complete control over who can and can’t 
access your Active Script List” 

“The Active Script List only shows your current 
scripts, not zprevious ones”
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Accepting electronic prescriptions 

The app that the customer uses and a program you’ll use in the dispensing  
process will provide a seamless experience for your customers: 

Case study

Stefan visits his local GP for a check-up and 
is prescribed a medication with five repeats. 
Stefan explains that he’s terrible with paper 
scripts keeps losing them. So the surgery 
sends an electronic prescription as a token to 
his phone. 

While walking out of the surgery, Stefan 
contacts you and asks you to fill the script. He 
says he can be there in around 20 minutes to 
collect it. You request that Stefan forwards his 
token to you via email and let him know that 
you can have it ready for him when he arrives. 

Stefan is pleased at how efficient the process is 
now, but says he won’t be there in 20 minutes – 
he can’t find his car key…

When Stefan does come and pick up his 
prescription, he tells you how easy the process 
was and how happy he is with the service. You 
can then discuss the advantages of using the 
App to forward his tokens to the pharmacy 
which will remove the need for him to call 
ahead next time and email the token. 

Your customer’s role

Some of your customers may need help understanding how 
the token and App process works and what they need to do. 
Here are the steps so you can help:

STEP 1 The customer receives a message or email on 
their phone, containing a URL, from their prescriber. 

STEP 2 They open the URL and are prompted to 
open the token in either a web page or in an app like 
MedAdvisor. 

STEP 3 When they scan the token in your pharmacy, you 
are given access to the legal copy of the prescription.

For repeats, the 
customer will 
receive a new 
token (just like the 
one they got from 
their prescriber) 
which can then 
be opened and 
stored in the App. 
   

Your pharmacy’s App allows customers to manage 
their electronic prescriptions and communicate with 

you at the pharmacy.

MedView Flow is a workflow tool designed 
to help you manage electronic prescriptions 

through the dispensing process.
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Your role

When a customer presents in 
the pharmacy with an electronic 
prescription, you will need to 
scan this into MedView Flow 
which is a simple way to queue 
all scripts for dispensing, 
including paper. It is a virtual 
representation of the basket 
system we currently use. 

Case study

With electronic prescriptions, customers don’t have to physically visit your 
pharmacy. In fact, they can ask your pharmacy to dispense their medication and 
have it delivered to their door. So it’s more important than ever to add value to 
every transaction to help ensure customer retention. Let’s look at what happened 
with Jenny…

Jenny’s sick at home and can’t go in to see a GP. She organises a video call 
with her doctor who writes her a script for antibiotics. She explains that she’s 
not in a position to leave the house so asks the doctor to send her an electronic 
prescription. Jenny already has your pharmacy’s app because when she was in 
last time, you discussed the benefits of using it and helped her download it on 
her phone. She asks your pharmacy to dispense and deliver her prescription via 
the Tap-To-Refill function in the App.

To engage with Jenny, your pharmacist will contact her to discuss the 
prescription medication and add value with some supporting advice. Your 
pharmacist advises her that there is a probiotic that she could take with the 
antibiotic she’s been prescribed to reduce the likelihood of stomach upset and 
other issues related to taking courses of antibiotics. 

Jenny is pleased to hear from your pharmacist and notices that your pharmacy 
has taken the time to offer her personalised advice. By helping her find the right 
solution, Jenny later decides to register for the Active Script List and gives your 
pharmacy has all her scripts dispensed through you.

Tip #1

For consistency, use MedView Flow 
for both paper prescriptions and 
electronic prescriptions. You can 
manually enter paper prescriptions so 
you can then dispense in the order 
they were received. You will also be 
able to track that prescription’s journey 
through your pharmacy

Tip #2

To manage their workflow, some 
pharmacies have started numbering 
baskets to allow them to match up 
the physical basket with the electronic 
basket listed in MedView Flow

The two points in the process 
that have changed are:

how we take in prescriptions

how the pharmacist checks 
prescriptions.

If you would like more details, 
download your Electronic 
Prescriptions Readiness Kit  
from your brand portal.


